
FURNITURE  FOR  
EDUCATION SPACES
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IT ALL BEGAN IN
Our expertise

For the past 45 years we have been helping to transform challenging environments 
with style and quality , with total commitment to safety and durability.

Our products are strength and stability tested to British Standards for severe non-
domestic use and are fire retardant to Crib Source 5 minimum (Crib Source 7 available 
for certain products) to give you peace of mind.

Our human-centred design solutions help to create safer, longer lasting furniture for 
pupils and staff alike.

Established in 1975, we originally began trading as Pine 

Productions, based on the popular wood we used to 

build our furniture.

While our business is now international and 

our vision more ambitious than ever, we’re 

still a family business at heart.

Our work ethic and attention to detail is 

exactly the same as when we started in 1975.

Our service

a 7 year guarantee against manufacturing faults

a Free demonstration furniture

a Free spaceplanning design service

a Free showroom tours

Over 45 years’ expertise transforming 
challenging environments

ABOUT US

TODAY
VISIT OUR  
SHOWROOMS

1975

Our showrooms at our Headquarters in Kent 
give you the opportunity to experience the 
comfort and quality for yourself. Contact us to 
arrange your appointment.

USA

UK

France

Germany

Canada
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CASE STUDY
Ipswich High School

Ipswich High School’s ethos is to put each pupil’s 
happiness and success at the heart of everything 
they do. The award-winning Barns boarding 
house embodies this approach

In order to broaden its appeal to pupils from outside the 

area, Ipswich High School refurbished these Grade II listed 

cattle barns to create high-quality student accommodation 

which went on to win “Best Boarding House Extension or 

Refurbishment at the Boarding Schools’ Association awards.

Pineapple furniture was specified throughout the building, 

helping to create a modern space for boarders to call home.

Touch chairs and barstools provide versatile seating in the 

kitchen and dining areas, while modular Snug sofas create a 

cosy corner for watching TV. Statement Smile chairs provide 

both private and collaborative seating options throughout the 
space.

“An incredible transformation 
which has breathed life into 
old buildings. The decor 
and the modern furniture 
complement the buildings’ 
original quirky features.”

Photography © Anthony Cullen
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CASE STUDY
NUI Galway

National University Ireland (NUI) Galway’s 
newest student accomodation development, 
Goldcrest Village, increases their on-campus 
capacity to 1,200 students

Looking for furniture to compliment their clean and modern 

amenity space designed by Coady Architects, the client 

selected a variety of Pineapple products upholstered in bright 

fabrics to create a vibrant community space.

Snug sofas are used to great effect, creating social spaces 

which help to encourage togetherness, with their modular 

form helping to define the large open-plan space.

High and low back Smile chairs provide invdividual seating, 

with subtle curved wings which provide a sense of reassurance 

and privacy, while Zen chairs in a two-tone fabric offer a laid-

back option for those seeking quiet contemplation.

“We wanted to create a 
welcoming space for our 
students to spend time in, 
and I think we’ve really 
achieved that with this 
furniture selection.”

Photography © Nicholas Grundy
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SUSTAINABILITY
Recycle

Products in our Ryno range are made from 
99% low-density polyethylene which is 
completely recyclable. 

When the products reach the end of their 
useful life, they can be returned to us, ground 
down into small granules and used to create 
new pieces of furniture.

The benefits of this approach are twofold:

a One ton of recycled plastic can save over 
2,500 litres of crude oil and 5,774 Kwh of 
energy

a A reduction in waste sent to landfill

While our products are designed to 
withstand the rigours of life in challenging 
environments, we understand wilful 
damage can still occur.

Where possible, we design our 
products to be repaired in sections, 
like the modular design of many of our 
sofas which allow arms to be repaired 
independently of the rest of the sofa.

This approach helps to maximise the 
product lifecycle, minimising waste and 
the impact on the environment.

Goal 12 of the UN’s 2030 Sustainable Development 
Agenda urges us all to commit to more responsible 
production and consumption patterns.

Our products are manufactured in accordance 
with these ideals. The demands of challenging 
environments can result in inadequate furniture being 
frequently broken, requiring replacement.

By creating furniture designed and built to last - even 
under extreme use - we’re taking our responsbile 
production seriously.

Re-use

Reduce

From operational improvents like solar power generation 
to seeking continual product related improvements, our 
Sustainability department is dedicated to enacting our carbon 
reduction plan to help minimise our impact on the environment. 

Our goals are aligned with the relevant Sustainable  
Development Goals published by the United Nations:
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TESTING

Static load testing

Our products are designed to withstand 
severe daily treatment. One of the ways we 
test this is the static load test.

During this test, a heavy weight is applied  
to the seat of the product

Many of our products have been tested to 
withstand a 500kg static load

All of our furniture is strength and 
stability tested to contract level. 

The picture above shows the Harrier sofa 
undergoing durability testing to BS EN 
16139:2013 Level 2 (severe contract use). 

In this demanding test, seat and back 
durability is tested at least 100,000 times.

Flame retardant to contract 
level, all of our upholstery and 
fabrics meet BS 7176:2007 
Source 0, 1 and 5 [Formerly 
BS5852 Source  
0, 1 and 5]. 

We also supply fabric and 
mattresses which meet Crib 
Source 7. 

This allows you to purchase with 
complete confidence knowing 
that all our products and fabrics 
are fully tried and tested.

Durability testing

Flame retardance
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Giving you total peace of mind

Our superbly 
durable Ryno® 
range comes 
with a lifetime 
guarantee

Most of our 
furniture is 
guaranteed against 
manufacturing 
faults for 7 years

We pride ourselves on 
our aftercare service. Our 
support continues beyond 
the point of sale, going 
the extra mile to achieve 
complete customer 
satisfaction.

GUARANTEE
& SERVICE

Over the past forty years we’ve built our 
business on providing the best products 
and service in our industry. We’re proud of 
the strength of our products as well as the 
relationships we have with our customers.

For exceptions, please see https://uk.pineapplecontracts.com/guarantee

7 
YEARS

With our hassle-free White Glove 
delivery service, we place your furniture 
in individual rooms and take away all 
packaging, leaving you with furniture 
ready for use.
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REINFORCED 
FOR PEACE OF MIND Webbed 

back

+ 
Reinforced 
seat adds 
strength & 
durability

 Cloth underside

+ 
Reinforced 
seat adds 
strength & 
durability

+ 
Reinforced 
underside adds 
strength & reduces 
concealment 
opportunities

+ 
Reinforced  
back adds 
strength & 
durability

All of our products are 
designed and tested 
for use in demanding 
environments, but for the 
most challenging spaces, 
our sofas are available with 
additional reinforcement for 
maxmimum strength and 
durability.

ST
AN

DA
RD

Durable construction,  perfect for low risk spaces

Enhanced strength and safety features for challenging environments

PL
US

STANDARD VS PLUS

a	 	Security screws are used (where 
accessible) to prevent tampering

a	 	No piping to reduce ligature risks

a	 	No staples to reduce self-harm risks
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KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a		Standard reinforcement provides  

strength and durability

a		Wrap-around design of the seat back 
provides comfort and support 

a		Compact footprint helps you make 
the most of your available space

a		Heavyweight to deter mishandling

a		Also available as standard model

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

Sigma Plus chair
1SIGP1-900
800H | 800W | 708D (mm)
Seat Height: 440mm
Weight: 36kg

SIGMA PLUS 
3

2

1

Compact footprint helps 
you make the most of 
your available space

Sigma Plus 2-seater
1SIGP2-900
800H | 1350W | 708D (mm)
Seat Height: 440mm
Weight: 51kg

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to

UK Registered Design No. 6131314 & 6131315
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KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a		Strong plywood frame with additional 

reinforcement ensures maximum strength

a		Tapered base design to 
make standing easier

a		Compact design and small 
footprint maximises space

a	Heavyweight to deter mishandling

a		Also available as standard model 

a	Plinth base 

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

Skye Plus chair
1SKYP1-400
825H | 735W | 785D (mm)
Seat height 470mm
Weight: 40kg

Skye Plus 2-seater
1SKYP2-400
825H | 1250W | 785D (mm)
Seat height 470mm
Weight: 58kg

SKYE PLUS 
3

2

1

Optional plinth base prevents 

dust and dirt from gathering 

underneath

500KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a		Strong timber frame with additional 

reinforcement ensures maximum strength

a		Enclosed base minimises concealment

a		Fixed seat cushion prevents misuse

a		Heavyweight to deter mishandling

a		Also available as standard model

a		Removable seat cushion for easy cleaning

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

Tempo Plus chair
1TP1-400
735H | 715W | 730D (mm)
Seat height 400mm
Weight: 38kg

Tempo Plus 2-seater
1TP2-400
735H | 1400W | 730D (mm)
Seat height 400mm
Weight: 76kg

TEMPO PLUS 
3

2

1

Comfortable back 

support with added 

reinforcement

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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PURL PLUS 
3

2

1

KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a	Standard reinforcement provides  

strength and durability 

a	Wrap-around design of the seat back 
provides comfort and support 

a	480mm seat height designed to 
help those with reduced mobility

a	Fixed seat cushion to prevent misuse

a		Also available as standard model

a		Available with chrome or natural wood feet

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

Purl Plus low back 2-seater
1PULP2-400
870H | 1190W | 780D (mm)
Seat Height: 480mm
Weight: 52.5kg

Purl Plus low back armchair
1PULP1-400
870H | 700W | 780D (mm)
Seat Height: 480mm
Weight: 38kg

Purl Plus high back armchair
1PUHP1-400
1070H | 700W | 780D (mm)
Seat Height: 480mm
Weight: 41kg

Purl Plus high back 2-seater
1PUHP2-400
1070H | 1190W | 780D (mm)
Seat Height: 480mm
Weight: 56.5kg

Standard reinforcement 
provides  strength and 
durability

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to

UK Registered Design No. 6131291, 6131292, 6131293 and 6131294
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Zen Plus duo chair
1ZENDP-400
1000H | 600W | 990D (mm)
Weight: 41.5kg

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Standard reinforcement provides  

strength and durability 

a		Smoothly reclined shape prevents pressure 
points and provides exceptional comfort

a		Weighted to deter mishandling

a		Also available as standard model

a		Dual fabrics for added personalisation

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

Zen Plus chair
1ZENP1-400
1000H | 600W | 1485D (mm)
Weight: 61.5kg

Zen Plus duo footstool
1ZENDSP-400
450H | 540W | 545D (mm)
Weight: 23kg

ZEN PLUS 
3

2

1

Perfect for areas 
of calm, rest and 
relaxation

500KG
Seat static 

weight tested to

Zen Plus armchair
1ZEN1-500
1000H | 730W | 1100D (mm)
Weight: 50kg
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Fluid rocking motion provides a source of 

focus and calm

a		Smoothly reclined shape prevents pressure 
points and provides comfort

a		Plywood reinforcement for added durability

a		Security screws and inaccessible staples 
to prevent tampering

a		Dual fabrics for added personalisation

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

Zen Plus Rocker
1ZENRP1-900
1015H | 660W | 1115D (mm)
Weight: 59kg

ZEN PLUS ROCKER 
3

2

1

Provides a source of 
focus and calm

500KG
Seat static 

weight tested to

UK Registered Design No. 6131317
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Versatile modular design helps you make 

the most of your space

a	Can be used individually or in multiples

a		Plinth base to prevent dust and 
dirt gathering underneath

a		Furniture glides prevent damage 
to floor when being moved

a		Also available without added weight

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

DOORNE PLUS 
3

2

1

UK Registered Design No. 6195610, 6195611 & 6195612

Doorne Plus double 
1DRMP2-400

450H | 900W | 450D (mm)
Seat Height: 450mm
Weight: 45kg

Doorne Plus 45° curved 
1DRMP3-400

450H | 730W | 450D (mm)
Seat Height: 450mm
Weight: 26kg 

Doorne Plus single 
1DRMP1-400

450H | 450W | 450D (mm)
Seat Height: 450mm
Weight: 24kg

Plinth base prevents 
dust and dirt from 
gathering underneath
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Snug Plus footstool
1SGPS-900
400H | 900W | 900D (mm)
Weight: 26.5kg

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a	Standard reinforcement provides  

strength and durability 

a		Versatile modular design helps you 
make the most of your space

a		Promotes community and togetherness

a		Low overall height provides 
clearer sight lines for staff

a	Also available as standard model

a			Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

Snug Plus chair
1SGP1-900
890H | 940W | 1060D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm
Weight: 40kg

Snug Plus corner chair
1SGPC1-900
890H | 1060W | 1060D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm
Weight: 53kg

SNUG PLUS 
3

2

1

Combines sumptuous 

comfort with durable 

reinforcement

500KG
Seat static 

weight tested to

UK Registered Design No. 6201500 & 6201501
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a	Standard reinforcement provides  

strength and durability 

a		Versatile modular design helps you 
make the most of your space

a		Ski feet protect flooring and 
facilitate movement

a		Also available as standard model 

a		Also available with open ski feet

a		Linking bracket to connect items

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

OHIO PLUS 
3

2

1

Ohio Plus chair
1OP1-400
860H | 580W | 860D (mm)
Seat height: 480mm
Weight: 38kg

Ohio Plus curved  
- wide front
1OPC1-500
860H | 1030W | 860D (mm)
Seat height: 480mm
Weight: 25kg

Ohio Plus curved  
- narrow front
1OPC1-400
860H | 1030W | 860D (mm)
Seat height: 480mm
Weight: 27.5kg

Ohio Plus coffee table
1OPF-400
420H | 830W | 830D (mm)
Weight: 34kg

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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SNUG PLUS CONFIGURATIONS 

2760mm

3740mm

OHIO PLUS CONFIGURATIONS 

2550mm

2550mm

2760mm

1400mm

3880mm

2940mm

2940mm

2000mm

2000mm

2000mm
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Magna Plus 3-seater
1MA3-400
780H | 2010W | 860D (mm) 
Seat height: 420mm

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a	Standard reinforcement provides  

strength and durability 

a		Fixed seat and back cushions 
to prevent misuse

a		Also available as standard model 

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

Magna Plus chair
1MA1-400
780H | 970W | 860D (mm) 
Seat height: 420mm

Magna Plus 2-seater
1MA2-400
780H | 1500W | 860D (mm) 
Seat height: 420mm

Standard reinforcement 

provides  strength and 

durability

MAGNA PLUS 
3

2

1

500KG
Seat static 

weight tested to

UK Registered Design No. 6201518, 6201519 & 6201520
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Quadra Plus 3-seater
1QA3-400
770H | 1940W | 890D (mm)
Seat height: 455mm

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a	Standard reinforcement provides  

strength and durability 

a		Removable seat cushions for easy  
cleaning

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

Quadra Plus chair
1QA1-400
770H | 960W | 890D (mm)
Seat height: 455mm

Reinforced options makes 

this range as strong as 

you need it to be

QUADRA PLUS 
3

2

1

Quadra Plus 2-seater
1QA2-400
770H | 1445W | 890D (mm)
Seat height: 455mm

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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Helix Plus 3-seater
1HLX3-400
930H | 2000W | 1000D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a	Standard reinforcement provides  

strength and durability 

a	Wrap-around arm design provides 
comfort and support 

a	Loose seat and back cushions 
for ease of cleaning

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

Helix Plus chair
1HLX1-400
930H | 1030W | 1000D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm

Reinforced options makes 

this range as strong as 

you need it to be

HELIX PLUS 
3

2

1

Helix Plus 2-seater
1HLX2-400
930H | 1530W | 1000D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a	Standard reinforcement provides  

strength and durability 

a		Slim arm maximises seating capacity

a		Removable seat and back 
cushions for easy cleaning

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

ORR PLUS 
3

2

1

Orr Plus chair 
1OR1-400 
850H | 710W | 870D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

Orr Plus 2-seater 
1OR2-400 
850H | 1240W | 870D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

Orr Plus 3-seater 
1OR3-400 
850H | 1770W | 870D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

Reinforced options makes 

this range as strong as 

you need it to be

Orr Plus Bariatric chair
1ORB1-400 
850H | 900W | 870D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

500KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Versatile layouts to suit your space

a		Standard reinforcement provides  
strength and durability

a		Slim arm maximises seating capacity

a		Removable seat and back 
cushions for easy cleaning

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

ORR CORNER PLUS 
3

2

1

Orr Corner unit 2-seater left 
arm and 3-seater  
right arm 
1OC2L3R-400 
850H | 2590W | 2070D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

Orr Corner unit 2-seater left 
arm and 2-seater  
right arm 
1OC2L2R-400 
850H | 2070W | 2070D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

Orr Corner unit 3-seater 
left arm and 2-seater 
right arm 
1OC3L2R-400 
850H | 2070W | 2590D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

Orr Corner unit 3-seater 
left arm and 3-seater  
right arm 
OC3L3R-400 
850H | 2590W | 2590D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

Reinforced options makes 

this range as strong as 

you need it to be

500KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Standard reinforcement provides  

strength and durability

a		Stylish chrome feet

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

RUBUS PLUS 
3

2

1

Rubus Plus 3-seater 
1RS3-900 
890H | 2000W | 940D (mm) 
Seat height: 445mm

Rubus Plus chair 
1RS1-900 
890H | 1170W | 940D (mm) 
Seat height: 445mm

Rubus Plus 2-seater 
1RS2-900 
890H | 1720W | 940D (mm) 
Seat height: 445mm

Reinforced options makes 

this range as strong as 

you need it to be

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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KEY FEATURES	 OPTIONS
a		Plywood reinforcement for added strength

a		Scroll arm design with flared sides

a		Removable seat cushions for easy  
cleaning

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

HARRIER PLUS 
3

2

1

Harrier Plus chair
1HI1-400
870H | 850W | 950D (mm)
Seat height: 460mm

Harrier Plus 3-seater
1HI3-400
870H | 1920W | 950D (mm)
Seat height: 460mm

Harrier Plus 2-seater
1HI2-400
870H | 1390W | 950D (mm)
Seat height: 460mm

Reinforced options 

makes this range 

as strong as you 

need it to be

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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OSPREY PLUS 
3

2

1

Osprey Plus 3-seater
1OY3-400
900H | 1950W | 950D (mm)
Seat height: 460mm

Osprey Plus chair
1OY1-400
900H | 880W | 950D (mm)
Seat height: 460mm

Osprey Plus 2-seater
1OY2-400
900H | 1420W | 950D (mm)
Seat height: 460mm

KEY FEATURES	 OPTIONS
a		Standard reinforcement provides  

strength and durability

a		Scroll arm design with flared sides

a		Removable seat and back 
cushions for easy cleaning

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	 Reinforced options 

makes this range 

as strong as you 

need it to be

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Plywood reinforcement for added strength

a		Fully enclosed base to prevent 
concealment

a		Removable seat and back 
cushions for easy cleaning

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

AKESSEN PLUS 
3

2

1

Reinforced options makes 

this range as strong as you 

need it to be

Akessen Plus 3-seater
1AN3-400
900H | 1885W | 930D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm

Akessen Plus chair
1AN1-400
900H | 890W | 930D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm

Akessen Plus 2-seater
1AN2-400
900H | 1335W | 930D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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Aruba chair
1AA1-100
880H | 960W | 920D (mm)
Seat height: 490mm

Aruba 2-seater
1AA2-100
880H | 1490W | 920D (mm)
Seat height: 490mm

ARUBA 
3

2

1

Aruba 3-seater
1AA3-100
880H | 2020W | 920D (mm)
Seat height: 490mm

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Smooth rounded arms

a		Removable seat and back 
cushions for easy cleaning

a		Available with Natural and Walnut feet

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	     

	

Available with reinforced 

seat platform for added 

durability

160KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Smooth rounded arms

a		Low overall height provides 
clearer sight lines for staff

a		Stylish and strong solid metal ski leg

a		Removable seat cushions for easy  
cleaning

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

RONDO 
3

2

1

Available with reinforced 

seat platform for added 

durability

Rondo chair
Level 1: 1RN1-100
Level 2: 1RN1-200
820H | 1015W | 800D (mm)
Seat height: 445mm

Rondo 2.5-seater
Level 1: 1RN25-100
Level 2: 1RN25-200
820H | 1830W | 800D (mm)
Seat height: 445mm

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Standard reinforcement provides  

strength and durability

a		Low arm design maximises seating area

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

Reef 3-seater
1RF3-400
900H | 1885W | 930D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm

Armless design assists 

de-escalation

REEF 
3

2

1

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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 SEAL 
3

2

1

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Designed without seams or gaps

a		Subtly shaped moulded arms

a		Water-resistant, hygienic outer skin which 
can be easily cleaned and dried for re-use

a		Additional weighted options available

a		Available in dual-tone colours:

Azur Blue

London Grey

	 	

Designed without seams 
or gaps with a water-
resistant outer skin

Seal anti-concealment chair
1SAS1-70
840H | 750W | 700D (mm)
Weight: 70kg

Seal anti-concealment 2-seater
1SAS2-90
840H | 1500W | 700D (mm)
Weight: 90kg

227KG
Seat static 

weight tested to

UK Registered Design No. 6131312 & 6131313
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 KORGEN 
3

2

1

317KG
Seat static 

weight tested to

KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a	Extremely strong 45mm powdercoated 

steel tube frame 
a	Totally water-resistant and UV 

stabilised for outdoor use
a	Anti-bacterial additive and tested for 

Coronavirus resistance
a	No crevices for dirt to be trapped

a	Armrests for additional support (can be 
applied to one or both sides)

a	Compact laminate table provides space 
for belongings and encourages social 
distancing

a	Available with floor fixing kit for 
additional security

a	Choose from 2 frame colours 

a	Choose from 2 core seat                
colours or 8 other colours

Korgen chair
1KGG1
855H | 541W | 625D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm
Weight: 15kg

Korgen 2-seater
1KGG2
855H | 1081W | 625D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm
Weight: 26kg

Korgen 3-seater
1KGG3
855H | 1621W | 625D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm
Weight: 37kg

Korgen chair with table
(left or right position)
1KGG1-TT
855H | 1081W | 625D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm
Weight: 26kg

Korgen 2-seater with table
(left, right or middle position)
1KGG2-TT
855H | 1621W | 625D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm
Weight: 37kg

UK Registered Design No. 6131279, 6131280, 6131281, 6131282, 6131283, 6131284, 6131285 & 6131286
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Boden beanbag
1BO1-100
800H | 900W | 900D (mm)
Weight: 13kg

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Double-stitched seams and  

non-accessible zips prevent tampering

a		Flame retardant filling gives the 
beanbags their shape and comfort 
(made from 100% recycled content)

a		Internal seam lining provides an 
extra layer of protection

a		Wide choice of water-resistant 
upholstery (we recommend a dark 
coloured wipe-clean vinyl)

	 	

Boden beanbag chair
1BOCHAIR1-100
900H | 1000W | 1050D (mm)
Weight: 12kg

Boden extra large beanbag
1BO1-200
560H | 1400Ø (mm)
Weight: 23kg

Filling made from 
100% recycled 

content

BODEN 
3

2

1

227KG
Static weight 

tested to

Boden donut beanbag
1BODONUT1-100
650H | 1350Ø (mm)
Weight: 27kg
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Contessa drum
1COFD-100
460H | 575 diameter (mm)
Weight: 14.5kg

Contessa cuboid
1COFCUB-100
460H | 1150W | 575D (mm)
Weight: 33kg

Contessa caterpillar
1COFCAT-100
460H | ø 575 (mm)
Weight: 12.5kg

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		All foam construction with no 

internal frame for safety

a		Zip heads removed and oversewn 
to prevent tampering

a		Strong stitched seams

a		Wide choice of water-resistant 
upholstery (we recommend a dark 
coloured wipe-clean vinyl)

	 	

Contessa cube
1COFC-100
460H | 575W | 575D (mm)
Weight: 16.5kg

Contessa 45° curve
1COF45-100
460H | 660W | 575D (mm)
Weight: 13.5kg

Contessa 90° curve 
1COF90-100
460H | 815W | 575D (mm)
Weight: 14kg

Contessa extra large cube
1COFC-400 
500H | 600W | 600D (mm)
Weight: 19.5kg

Contessa extra large drum
1COFD-300
500H | ø 750 (mm)
Weight: 23.5kg

CMHR foam 
provides a sturdy, 

fire-resistant core

CONTESSA 
3

2

1

227KG
Static weight 

tested to
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KEY FEATURES - CASCADE KEY FEATURES - CASCADE PLUS OPTIONS
a		All-foam construction for safety

a		Strong stitched seams (please note, 
fluids can penetrate stitching)

a		Zip heads removed and oversewn 
to prevent tampering

a		Wedge at the front of the Calm 
chair to aid de-escalation

a		Strong anti-vandal, tear-resistant material

a		All-foam construction for safety 

a		Strong stitched seams (please note, 
fluids can penetrate stitching)

a		Zip heads removed and oversewn 
to prevent tampering

a		Wedge at the front of Calm 
chairs to aid de-escalation

a		Cascade is available in a wide choice of 
water-resistant upholstery (we recommend 
a dark coloured wipe-clean vinyl)

	 	

a		Cascade Plus is available in 
four versatile colours

	 	    

Cascade Plus low 
back calm chair
1CSCL-100
930H | 670W | 1050D (mm)
Seat height: 430mm

Cascade Plus high 
back calm bench
1CSCBH-100
1200H | 1800W | 1095D (mm)
Seat height: 430mm

Cascade Plus low 
back chair
1CSL-100
930H | 600W | 920D (mm)
Seat height: 430mm

Cascade Plus high 
back chair
1CSH-100
1200H | 600W | 920D (mm)
Seat height: 430mm

Cascade Plus high 
back calm chair
1CSM-100
1200H | 670W | 1100D (mm)
Seat height: 430mm

Cascade low back chair
1CASL-100
930H | 600W | 920D (mm)
Seat height: 430mm

Cascade low back 
calm chair
1CASCL-100
930H | 670W | 1050D (mm)
Seat height: 430mm

CASCADE 
3

2

1 CASCADE PLUS                                                                                       
3

2

1Anti-vandal material



LOUNGE
FURNITURE IDEAL  
FOR SAFE AND  
STYLISH LIVING  
SPACES
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KEY FEATURES    
a		Smooth chamfered edge protects 

top surface from damage

a		Strong and durable solid birch frame

a		White laminate top - heat 
and impact resistant

a		Matching dining chairs and tables

Rock round coffee table
1RKF-600R
420H | ø 600 (mm)

Rock square coffee table
1RKF-600X600
420H | 600W | 600D (mm)

ROCK COFFEE TABLES 
3

2

1

Cross-braced skis provide 

strength and manoeuvrability
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Harby Plus rectangular coffee table
1HYPF-435x550x1000
435H | 550W | 1000D (mm)
Weight: 87kg

KEY FEATURES - HARBY KEY FEATURES - HARBY PLUS
a		18mm hickory melamine-faced 

carcass with 28mm thick tops

a		18mm hickory melamine-faced 
carcass with 28mm thick tops

 Heavily weighted to deter misuse

a		Enclosed base to prevent concealment

a		Security fixings to deter tampering

Harby Plus square coffee table
1HYPF-435x550x550
435H | 550W | 550D (mm)
Weight: 46kg

Harby Plus round coffee table
1HYPF-435x610
435H | ø 610 (mm)
Weight: 30kg

HARBY COFFEE TABLES  
3

2

1

Harby rectangular coffee table
1HYF-435x550x1000
435H | 550W | 1000D (mm)

Harby square coffee table
1HYF-435x550x550
435H | 550W | 550D (mm)

Harby round coffee table
1HYF-435x610
435H | ø 610 (mm)

1
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
 Heavily weighted to deter misuse

a		Enclosed base to prevent concealment

a		Security fixings to deter tampering

 Smooth rounded corners for safety

a		Matching lounge range

a		Available in Hickory and Walnut finish

 

ACUMEN COFFEE TABLES  
3

2

1

Acumen rectangular coffee table
1AUF-435x550x1000
435H | 550W | 1000W (mm)

Acumen square coffee table
1AUF-435x550x550
435H | 550W | 550W (mm)

Acumen round coffee table
1AUF-435x610
435H | ø 610 (mm)
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HARBY LOUNGE 
3

2

1

Harby medium bookcase
1HYE-100
1060H | 760W | 300D (mm)

KEY FEATURES	 OPTIONS
  28mm thick tops and 18mm hickory 
melamine-faced carcass

  Double thickness drawer fronts with 
18mm back and sides and 10mm drawer 
bottoms result in very robust drawers

 Robust 160° opening hinges on all doors

 Durable metal drawer runners

 Locks to doors and drawers

 

Harby 3 door + 3 drawer sideboard
1HYG3-330
830H | 1330W | 450D (mm)

Harby 2 door + 2 drawer sideboard
1HYG2-220
830H | 894W | 450D (mm)

Harby 2 door cupboard
1HYG2-200
740H | 760W | 450D (mm)

Harby tall storage cupboard
1HYG-100
1800H | 875W | 370D (mm)

Harby large bookcase
1HYE-200
1800H | 760W | 300D (mm)

Harby 2 door dresser
1HYJ-200
1800H | 760W | 450D (mm)
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ACUMEN LOUNGE 
3

2

1

Acumen 3 door + 3 drawer sideboard
1AUG3-330
830H | 1368W | 450D (mm)

Acumen 2 door + 2 drawer sideboard
1AUG22-100
830H | 946W | 450D (mm)

KEY FEATURES	 OPTIONS
  28mm thick tops and 18mm hickory 
melamine-faced carcass

  Double thickness drawer fronts with 
18mm back and sides and 8mm drawer 
bottoms result in very robust drawers

  Scalloped handles and piano 
hinges reduce ligature risks

  Heavy-duty metal drawer 
runners (rated to 45kg)

  Specially designed to minimise concealment 
areas (e.g. underside, between drawers)

  Security fixings to deter tampering

  Heavily weighted to deter misuse

  Smooth rounded corners for safety

 Locks to doors and drawers

  Available in:

       Walnut (with White fronts)

	 	  

  Hickory (with Grey fronts) 

	 	  

Acumen large bookcase
1AUE-200
1800H | 850W | 300D (mm)

Acumen 2 door + 2 drawer dresser
1AUJ22-100
1800H | 946W | 450D (mm)

UK Registered Design No. 6195594 (bookcase), 6195601 (2-door dresser), 6195599 (2-door sideboard) & 6195600 (3-door sideboard)



DINING
TABLES AND CHAIRS 
WELL SUITED FOR 
CHALLENGING 
ENVIRONMENTS
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KEY FEATURES 

a		Cross-braced skis provide additional 
strength and manoeuvrability

a		One-piece seat with wipe-clean 
laminate surface

a		Strong and durable solid birch frame

a		Matching coffee and dining tables

Rock chair
1RK1-BIR-WHITE
810H | 520W | 520D (mm)
Seat height: 460mm
Weight: 7.5kg

ROCK  
3

2

1

One-piece seat 
with wipe-clean 

surface

317KG
Seat static 

weight tested to

Rock chair with arms
1RK1-300-BIRWHT
810H | 560W | 550D (mm)
Seat height: 460mm
Weight: 7.5kg

UK Registered Design No. 6131310
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KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a		Strong and stylish round solid birch legs

a		Plywood seat and back shells, 
subtly curved for comfort

a		Hygiene gap between seat and back 
to prevent dust and dirt gathering

a		Strength and stability tested to 
BS EN 16139:2013 level 2

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	
Hygiene gap 
between seat 
and back 

MONZA 
3

2

1
227KG

Seat static 
weight tested to

Monza side chair 
with wooden seat
1MZA1-300
870H | 470W | 550D (mm)
Seat height: 455mm

Monza side chair with 
upholstered seat
1MZA1-100
870H | 470W | 550D (mm)
Seat height: 480mm

UK Registered Design No. 6131287 & 6131288
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Heavily weighted to 45kg to increase 

stability and deter misuse

a		Fully upholstered with stitched seams 
and security fixings (no piping or staples)

aSolid beech skis for manoeuvrability

a		Solid 18mm thick plywood 
seat and base panels

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

FUSION 
3

2

1

Heavily weighted to  

45kg to deter misuse

Fusion low back chair
1FUDCL-400
930H | 470W | 650D (mm)

Seat height: 480mm
Weight: 50kg

Fusion high back chair
1FUDCH-400
1100H | 470W | 650D (mm)

Seat height: 480mm
Weight: 50kg

Fusion high back 
chair with arms
1FUACH-400
1100H | 606W | 650D (mm)

Seat height: 480mm
Weight: 65kg

Fusion low back 
chair with arms
1FUACL-400
930H | 606W | 650D (mm)

Seat height: 480mm
Weight: 65kg
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Multi-purpose stacking chair 

(stacks up to 12 chairs)

a		Durable polypropylene shell with 
handle cut-out for lifting

a		Solid chromed steel rod frame

a		One-piece seat with hygienic 
wipe-clean surface

a		Available with wheeled storage 
trolley (capacity 30 chairs)

a	Upholstered seat pad

a		Choose from 5 vibrant shell colours 
(barstool available in Grey only)

	 	     

Touch chair
1TU1-010
820H | 460W | 560D (mm)
Seat height: 410mm
Weight: 8kg

Touch barstool in 
Oyster Grey
1TUS-006-OG
1090H | 460W | 560D (mm)
Seat height: 680mm
Weight: 8.5kg

TOUCH 
3

2

1

Storage 
trolley 

(Capacity    
30 chairs)

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a		Incredibly strong multi-

purpose stacking chair

a		One-piece seat with hygienic 
wipe-clean surface

a		UV stabilised water-resistant material 
is suitable for indoor and outdoor use

a		Available in Moonwalk Grey,  
Cool Green and White

XEON PLUS 300KG
Seat static 

weight tested to

Stackable for 
easy storage

Xeon Plus chair Cool Green
1ENP1-CG
800H | 565W | 580D (mm) 
Seat height: 430mm
Weight: 5kg

Xeon Plus chair White
1ENP1-W
800H | 565W | 580D (mm) 
Seat height: 430mm
Weight: 5kg

Xeon Plus chair Moonwalk
1ENP1-MG
800H | 565W | 580D (mm) 
Seat height: 430mm
Weight: 5kg
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KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a	Versatile stacking chair (stacks 

6 high) perfect for bedrooms, 
learning spaces and cafés

a	Robust sled design minimises stress 
on individual legs, reducing the risk of 
damage in challenging environments

a	Water-resistant, hygienic and easy to clean 

a	Water-resistant foam seat pad in Grey

a	Made from 100% recyclable 
Polypropylene material, with additives 
which greatly increase impact 
resistance and compressive strength

a	Strength and stability tested for 
severe non-domestic use (BS 
EN 16139:2013 - Level 2)

a		Available without seat pad

a		Available in Moonwalk Grey,  
Cool Green and Alpine White

BOLD 300KG
Seat static 

weight tested to

Stackable for 
easy storage

Bold chair Cool Green 
1BLD-00-CG

790H | 520W | 500D (mm)
Seat Height: 450mm
Weight: 5.8kg

Bold chair Alpine White 
1BLD-00-W

790H | 520W | 500D (mm)
Seat Height: 450mm
Weight: 5.8kg

Bold chair Moonwalk 
1BLD-00-MG

790H | 520W | 500D (mm)
Seat Height: 450mm
Weight: 5.8kg

UK Registered Design No. 6009559
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Nero chair
1NO1-200
820H | 570W | 460D (mm)
Weight: 4kg

KEY FEATURES	 OPTIONS
a		Multi-purpose stacking chair

a		One-piece seat with hygienic 
wipe-clean surface

a		UV stabilised water-resistant material 
is suitable for indoor and outdoor use 

a		Polypropylene reinforced with 
glass fibre construction

a		Available in Orange, Blue, Red, Green     
and Black

	 	      

NERO  
3

2

1
200KG

Seat static 
weight tested to

Stackable for 
easy storage
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Strong one-piece wrap around arm

a		Braced legs for additional stability

a		Corner braces under seat 
provide additional strength

a		Solid beech construction

a		Skis to protect flooring and 
facilitate movement

a		Available in Natural and Walnut finish

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 		     

Nexus dining side chair 
with polished wooden seat 
1NS1-001
875H | 480W | 540D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm

Nexus dining side chair 
with upholstered seat 
1NS1-100
875H | 480W | 540D (mm)
Seat height: 480mm

Nexus dining side chair with 
upholstered back and seat 
1NS1-300
875H | 480W | 540D (mm)
Seat Height: 480mm

Nexus dining armchair with 
polished wooden seat 
1NS1-200
875H | 530W | 540D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm

Nexus dining armchair 
upholstered back and seat 
1NS1-400
875H | 530W | 540D (mm)
Seat height: 480mm

NEXUS 
3

2

1

Braced legs for additional 

stability and durability

Nexus dining armchair 
with upholstered seat 
1NS1-200A
875H | 530W | 540D (mm)
Seat height: 480mm

Please note: Minimum order quantity four chairs

160KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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Troy chair with 
upholstered seat
1TY1-100A
860H | 450W | 500D (mm)
Weight: 7kg

KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a		Multi-purpose stacking chair

a		Strong one-piece seat and back

a		Durable welded frame with graphite finish

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

TROY  
3

2

1

Troy chair
1TY1
860H | 450W | 500D (mm)
Weight: 7kg

200KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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Boss side chair with wooden seat
1BS1-001
880H | 460W | 550D (mm)
Seat height: 460mm
Weight: 9.5kg

Boss armchair with wooden seat
1BS1-002
880H | 545W | 550D (mm)
Seat height: 460mm
Weight: 10.5kg

Boss side chair with padded seat
1BS1-100
880H | 460W | 550D (mm)
Seat height: 525mm
Weight: 10kg

Boss armchair with padded seat
1BS1-200
880H | 545W | 550D (mm)
Seat height: 525mm
Weight: 11kg

BOSS 
3

2

1

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Solid beech construction 

with 25mm thick seat

a		Curved braces between back and 
seat provide additional strength

a		Corner braces under seat and cross bars 
used between legs for maximum strength

a		Skis to protect flooring and 
facilitate movement

a		Undershelf to minimise ligature risks

a		Wide choice of water-resistant upholstery

	 	

Optional skis for  

ease of movement

317KG
Seat static 

weight tested to
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KEY FEATURES	   OPTIONS
a		Heat and impact resistant laminate top

a		Solid steel base plate provides 
strength and stability

a		Suitable for wheelchair users

a		Table tops available in White, Anthracite 
and Hickory	 	 

a		Lower height (640mm high) 
tables available for children

Cumulus coffee table
1CSF-7070
420H | 700W | 700D (mm)

Cumulus 700 x 700 
square dining table
1CST-7070
740H | 700W | 700D (mm)

Cumulus 900 x 900 
square dining table
1CST-9090
740H | 900W | 900D (mm)

Cumulus 1200 x 1200 
square dining table
1CST-1212
740H | 1200W | 1200D (mm)

Cumulus 1500 x 900 
rectangular dining table
1CST-1590
740H | 1500W | 900D (mm)

Cumulus 1800 x 900 
rectangular dining table
1CST-1890
740H | 1800W | 900D (mm)

CUMULUS 
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KEY FEATURES 

a		Smooth chamfered edge protects 
top surface from damage

a		Strong and durable solid birch frame

a		White laminate top - heat 
and impact resistant

a		Matching coffee tables and chairs

Rock square dining table
Code: 1RKT-9090
740H | 900W | 900D (mm)

Code: 1RKT-1212
740H | 1200W | 1200D (mm)

Code: 1RKT-900R
740H | ø 900 (mm)

Code: 1RKT-1200R
740H | ø 1200 (mm)

Rock rectangular 
dining table
Code: 1RKT-1290
740H | 900W | 1200D (mm)

Code: 1RKT-1590
740H | 900W | 1500D (mm)

Code: 1RKT-1890
740H | 900W | 1800D (mm)

Code: 1RKT-1200X2400
740H | 1200W | 2400D (mm)

ROCK  
3

2

1

Chamfered edge protects the 

top surface from damage

500KG
Static weight 

tested to

UK Registered Design No. 6131311
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Extremely substantial table with heat and 

impaxt resistant wood effect laminate top

a		90mm diameter turned legs for extra 
strength and stability

a		Double thickness rails, mortise and tenon 
jointed into 92mm square corner posts

Canterbury 915 x 1980 
rectangular dining table
1CBT-915X1980
740H | 915W | 1980D (mm)

Canterbury 915 x 2135 
rectangular dining table
1CBT-915X2135
740H | 915W | 2135D (mm)

Canterbury 915 x 2440 
rectangular dining table
1CBT-915X2440
740H | 915W | 2440D (mm)

Canterbury 1220 x 1980 
rectangular dining table
1CBT-1220X1980
740H | 1220W | 1980D (mm)
Weight: 70.8kg

Canterbury 1220 x 2135  
rectangular dining table
1CBT-1220X2135
740H | 1220W | 2135D (mm)
Weight: 71.2kg

Canterbury 1220 x 2440 
rectangular dining table
1CBT-1220X2440
740H | 1220W | 2440D (mm)
Weight: 81.4kg

Canterbury 1065 x 1065 square 
dining table
1CBT-1065X1065
740H | 1065W | 1065D (mm)

Canterbury ø 1065 round 
dining table
1CBT-1065
740H | ø 1065 (mm)

Canterbury ø 1220 round 
dining table
1CBT-1220
740H | ø 1220 (mm)

CANTERBURY 
3

2

1
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KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		Natural wood effect melamine top for easy 

cleaning

a		Solid beech frame with tapered legs

a		Softened edges for safety

a		Round table available with heat and impact 
resistant laminate top

Harby 600 x 900 rectangular 
dining table
1HYT-600x900
748H | 600W | 900D (mm)

Harby 760 x 1200 rectangular 
dining table
1HYT-760x1200
748H | 760W | 1200D (mm)

Harby round dining table
1HYT-900
748H | ø 900 (mm)

Harby round dining table 
with laminate top
1HYT-909
748H | ø 900 (mm)

HARBY 
3

2

1
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KEY FEATURES 

a		Natural wood effect laminate top 
- heat and impact resistant

a		Bent plywood legs with 
softened edges for safety

a		Suitable for wheelchair users

ORIANA 
3

2

1

Oriana square dining table
1OAT-1
740H | 915W | 915D (mm)

Oriana round dining table
1OAT-915
740H | ø 915 (mm)

Oriana round dining table
1OAT-6
740H | ø 1065 (mm)

Oriana round dining table
1OAT-1220
740H | ø 1220 (mm)

Oriana rectangular table
1OAT-8
740H | 760W | 1220D (mm)

Oriana rectangular table
1OAT-915X1525
740H | 915W | 1525D (mm)

Oriana rectangular table
1OAT-5
740H | 915W | 1830D (mm)

Oriana ‘D-end’ table
1OAT-915X1675-DEND
740H | 915W | 1675D (mm)



BEDROOM
FURNITURE FOR PRIVATE 
SPACES WHERE SAFETY 
IS PARAMOUNT



HARBY 
3

2

1

Harby 1 drawer bedside cabinet
1HYB-100
590H | 400W | 450D (mm)

Harby 3 drawer wide chest
1HYC-300
590H | 760W | 450D (mm)

Harby 3 drawer bedside cabinet
1HYB-300
590H | 400W | 450D (mm)

Harby 4 drawer wide chest
1HYC-400
740H | 760W | 450D (mm)

Harby 4 drawer desk
1HYD-400
740H | 1050W | 600D (mm)

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		28mm thick tops and 18mm hickory 

melamine-faced carcass

a		Double thickness drawer fronts with 
18mm back and sides and 10mm drawer 
bottoms result in very robust drawers

a		Robust 160° opening hinges on all doors

 Durable metal drawer runners

a		Locks to doors and drawers 

Harby 1 door, 1 drawer bedside cabinet
1HYB-110
590H | 400W | 450D (mm)



HARBY 
3

2

1HARBY 
3

2

1

Harby 1 door wardrobe
1HYW-100
1800H | 600W | 600D (mm)

Harby 2 door wardrobe
1HYW-200
1800H | 875W | 600D (mm)

Harby combination wardrobe
1HYWC-200
1800H | 875W | 600D (mm)

Harby ½ hanging,  
½ shelved wardrobe
1HYWH-200
1800H | 875W | 600D (mm)

Harby wall mirror
1HYK-100
600H | 500W | 18D (mm)

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		28mm thick tops and 18mm hickory 

melamine-faced carcass

a		Double thickness drawer fronts with 
18mm back and sides and 10mm drawer 
bottoms result in very robust drawers

a		Robust 160° opening hinges on all doors

 Durable metal drawer runners

a		Locks to doors and drawers

KEY FEATURES    OPTIONS
a		28mm thick tops and 18mm hickory 

melamine-faced carcass

a		Double thickness drawer fronts with 
18mm back and sides and 10mm drawer 
bottoms result in very robust drawers

a		Robust 160° opening hinges on all doors

a		Durable metal drawer runners

a		Locks to doors and drawers 



OUTDOOR
WATER RESISTANT AND 
UV STABILISED FOR LONG 
TERM DURABILITY



KEY FEATURES	 OPTIONS
 a		Available with additional weighting 

for safety and security

a		Ergonomically designed to prevent 
stacking and to deflect rainwater

a		Durable polyethylene one-piece 
construction provides excellent 
strength and durability

a		Water resistant, UV stabilised material 
makes items suitable for outdoor use

a		Hygienic wipe-clean material

a		 Strength and stability tested for 
severe contract use (BS EN 16139:2013 
Level 2). Exceeded the 200,000 cycle 
pass mark by a further 300,000 cycles

a		 Static weight tested to 450kg 
(stool) and 900kg (bench)

a		Patented invisible floor fixing method

a		Lightweight models

a		13 vibrant shell colours

	

Ryno stool
1RYS-02
470H | 445W | 395D (mm)
Seat height: 470mm
Unweighted: 5kg
Weighted: 49kg

RYNO® STOOL & BENCH 
3

2

1

Provides peace of mind 

both indoors and out

Floor fixed 
optionWeatherproof

100%  
LDPE

Fire  
retardant

Weighted to 
deter misuse

Lifetime 
guarantee

900KG
Static weight 

tested to

UK Registered Design No. 6059842 & 6059837

Ryno bench
1RYN-02
470H | 1400W | 395D (mm)
Seat height: 470mm
Unweighted: 22kg
Weighted: 88kg

a		Core colours



Ryno coffee table
1RYF-02
425H | 655W | 655D (mm)
Weight: 53kg

RYNO® COFFEE TABLE 
3

2

1

KEY FEATURES	 		        OPTIONS
a		Available with additional weighting 

for safety and security

a		Durable polyethylene one-piece 
construction provides excellent 
strength and durability

a		Water resistant, UV stabilised material 
makes items suitable for outdoor use 

a		Hygienic wipe-clean material

a		Strength and stability tested for severe 
contract use

a	Floor fixing solution

a		13 vibrant shell colours

	

Floor fixed 
optionWeatherproof

100%  
LDPE

Fire  
retardant

Weighted to 
deter misuse

Lifetime 
guarantee

450KG
Static weight 

tested to

a		Core colour



Ryno dining chair
1RYD-02
880H | 500W | 620D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm
Unweighted: 10kg
Weighted: 54kg

RYNO® DINING CHAIR  
3

2

1

One-piece design cannot be 

disassembled or weaponised

KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a		Available with additional weighting 

for safety and security

a		Ergonomically designed to 
give excellent comfort

a		Hygienic wipe-clean material

a		Water resistant, UV stabilised 
material makes non-upholstered 
items suitable for outdoor use

a		Strength and stability tested for 
severe contract use (BS EN 16139:2013 
Level 2). Exceeded the 200,000 cycle 
pass mark by a further 300,000 cycles

a		Upholstered seat and back pads

a	Floor fixing solution

a		Linking bracket to connect chairs

a		Lightweight model (10kg)

a		13 vibrant shell colours

	  

Floor fixed 
optionWeatherproof

100%  
LDPE

Fire  
retardant

Weighted to 
deter misuse

Lifetime 
guarantee

500KG
Seat static 

weight tested to

Ryno children’s chair
1RYCD-01
750H | 420W | 525D (mm)
Seat height: 380mm
Unweighted: 8kg
Weighted: 30kg

a		Core colours
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Vinyls

Fabrics

Some of our ranges are available 
using dual fabrics to add multiple 
textures and colours to one item  
of furniture. 

UPHOLSTERY

MARTINDAL
RUBS

100,000
E

OUTDOOR

INDOOR
LATEX
FREE

Hard wearing and water resistant, leather-
effect vinyls can be wiped clean which 
makes them a hygienic and practical option 
for healthcare environments. 

Call us to request 
your fabric 
swatch cards 
to see the full 
choice available

Call us to 
request your 
fabric swatch 
cards to see 
the full choice 
available

A durable option which combines the comfort 
of soft fabric with practical water resistant 
properties. Please be aware, these fabrics  
are more susceptible to stains than vinyl.

We provide an extensive range of water-
resistant fabrics and vinyls to ensure 
that you will find the right finish for your 
furniture.

       Please note:  Cracking and stickiness on vinyl fabrics are known issues to fabric manufacturers. 
  As furniture manufacturers, Pineapple cannot accept responsibility.
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Visit our website to see our latest fabrics 
and request a free swatch

+44(0)1622 237830

Pick your 
furniture

Pick your fabric  
or finish

Get in touch for  
a quote

sales@pineapplecontracts.com
Chat to us at  
www.pineapplecontracts.com

Need assistance? We’re on hand to help

Step Step Step

01 02 03HOW TO  
PLACE YOUR ORDER



Pineapple, Westmead, Aylesford, Maidstone, Kent ME20 6XJ+44 (0)1622 237830

Ju
ne

 2
02

3

pineapplecontracts.com sales@pineapplecontracts.com


